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Waxy's 

"The Irish Fun!"

Get ensconced in traditional Irish hospitality, in the heart of Frankfurt, at

Waxy's. This Irish restaurant and bar, is an ideal hangout for any sports

fan. Watch a game with like-minded fans on any one of their huge

television screens, sip on drinks and engage in lighthearted banter with

your rivals. Waxy's is sure to add the spunk to your game viewing

experience. On weekends, Waxy's welcomes guests to join them for a

delectable brunch fare, and on Sundays, for a delicious roast. The best

time to visit this place is during the St. Patrick's Day celebrations, when it

is filled with raucous fun.

 +49 69 3660 3365  www.waxys.de/  info@waxys.de  Taubenstraße 11, Francoforte
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The Anglo Irish 

"Irish Drinking Traditions in Frankfurt"

Looking for an Irish bar & pub in the beer haven of Deutschland? Then The

Anglo Irish is all that you desire. A crowd-pulling combination of fun,

drunkenness, noise and general festivity is what dominates the humble

space of Anglo Irish. Chat with a few tourists in town, and join in the

drunken revelry of beer and booze. From Guinness to Pils Romer,

Murphy's, Snakebite, Kilkenny and Hefeweizen, the patrons enjoy a night

out in a certain Irish corner of Frankfurt. TVs tuned in to live football

matches, adorn the walls, which only adds to the joyous frenzy visible at

The Angle Irish.

 +49 69 61 1041  www.angloirish.de/main.php  Kleine Rittergasse 1, Francoforte
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O'Reilly's Frankfurt 

"An Irish Experience"

Recreating the Irish pub scene in Frankfurt, O'Reilly's is a vibrant bar that

promises its patrons, nothing but a fun time. A typical Irish pub is

incomplete without beer, and this drink is available in plenty here. O'Reilly

also offers a range of cocktails, wines, rums, whiskeys and liquors. A

menu of tantalizing appetizers are also served here. Apart from two bars,

this place also houses a Smoking Lounge and a room exclusively for

playing billiards. The Shamrock Room is a great space to enjoy a night of

karaoke with your friends.

 +49 69 2648 7878  www.oreillys.com/frankfur

t/

 frankfurt@oreillys.com  Am Hauptbahnhof 4,

Frankfurt
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Yours Sports Bar 

"Sports Bar Craze!"

The shouts and chants coming from Yours Sports Bar in Frankfurt are

heard well outside the bar premises, and no one can really blame them

when the most sporty crowd of Frankfurt gathers here all the time. A loud,

boisterous environment infected with a feisty enthusiasm and a killer

booze list is bound to be busy frequently. Pop a visit on one of the 'All you

can Eat' days and enjoy a hearty Sunday brunch as well. A good ole-

American assortment of crepes, pancakes, waffles, pastries, sausages and

salads will have the manliest of men salivating

 +49 69 4059 0052  www.yours-

bars.de/sports_bar_ffm/index.htm

 Berger Straße 111, Francoforte
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Champions - The American Sports

Bar & Restaurant 

"For Sportsmen!"

This is a real sports bar, located right inside the Frankfurt Marriott Hotel.

Hotel guests and sports fans can follow live sports like soccer, boxing or

tennis on the big screen or many of the smaller TV screens which are

spread around the place. The rooms of Champions - The American Sports

Bar & Restaurant are decorated with sports accessories and photos of well-

known sport stars. It can get crowded here, especially on weekends, and

during special events like the Halloween parties. Come, get sporty!

 +49 69 7 9550  www.champions-

frankfurt.com/

 info.frankfurt@marriotthote

ls.com

 Hamburger Allee 2, Frankfurt

Marriott Hotel, Francoforte
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New Backstage 

"Spotlight on Backstage"

Every night there is a performance at the New Backstage which is located

on Rothschildallee 36 in the Nordend neighborhood. The state-of-the-art

sound technology is worth applauding and manages to enthrall the crowd

on a daily basis. Various DJs spin an eclectic mix of music that not only

drives patrons wild but also makes them coming back for more. A bar set-

up, full of TVs are always switched on and tuned to international football

matches. An envious mix of sports-bar casualness and a great beer

garden makes New Backstage a vibrant haunt.

 +49 69 469 1355  www.backstagefrankfurt.d

e/

 info@backstagefrankfurt.d

e

 Rothschildallee 36,

Francoforte
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